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Abstract— Fast and accurate estimation of the Fourier transform in polar coordinates has long been a major challenge for
many image processing applications including phase-correlation
based motion estimation. To address this problem, it has been
proposed to calculate the Fourier transform coefficients on the
pseudo-polar coordinates. To acquire better image registration
accuracy, we introduce the generalized pseudo-polar motion estimation framework that encompasses the classic pseudo-polar and
related techniques. Experimental results on controlled data as
well as real world spectral domain ophthalmic optical coherence
tomography images of adults and neonatal patients attest to the
effectiveness of the presented method.

I. I NTRODUCTION

for many real world applications such an interpolation process
is not accurate enough and results in significant errors.

(a) Cartesian

(b) Polar

Fig. 1: Comparison of the Cartesian and Polar grids.
Motion estimation is of great importance to many commercial and scientific image processing and computer vision
applications. Numerous image registration techniques have
been developed throughout the years [1]. Of these, phase
correlation based methods [2], [3], which solve the image
registration problem in the Fourier domain, are among the
most popular. For the case of translational motion, these
techniques can directly take advantage of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT), resulting in fast and accurate estimation
of large displacements. As we will briefly review in Sect.
II, estimating the more general motion models that include
rotation and scale requires computation of Fourier coefficients
on the polar grid (Fig. 1). Since FFT is commonly defined
on the Cartesian grid, one might choose to use the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) to calculate the polar coordinates
coefficients. This approach has a computational complexity
in the order of O(n4 ) for a n × n image. Alternatively, to
reduce the computational complexity to O(n2 log(n)), one
might calculate the the FFT coefficients on the Cartesian grid
and then interpolate them to the polar grid (what we call the
Cartesian technique). Unfortunately, as we will see in Sect. IV,
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In fact, aside from registration, a wide range of practical
imaging problems rely on fast and accurate estimation of the
Fourier transform in polar coordinates (see [4] for applications in tomography). Based on the early works on digital
tomography reconstruction [5], a technique called pseudopolar (PP) FFT has recently been developed [6], in which
evaluation of coefficients are done in an oversampled set
of nonangularly equispaced points (PP-grid). The PP-FFT
framework was adapted in [7] for the motion estimation
application, which demonstrated more accurate estimation of
registration parameters compared to the Cartesian method.
Many subsequent publications have adapted the PP-grid for
a variety of applications ([7], [8], [9], [10]). Very recently,
the mathematical framework for estimating FFT coefficients
on an Octa-Polar (OP) grid which resembles the polar coordinates more closely than the PP-grid was established in the
Masters thesis of Ofir Harari [4]. While possible applications
of this technique in X-ray tomography reconstruction have
been discussed, in [4] no experimental results on validity and
accuracy of this technique has been offered. Also, surprisingly,
to the best of our knowledge, no peer reviewed publication has
discussed the OP-FFT work of [4].
The contribution of our paper is development of a general framework for estimating the Fourier transform in polar
coordinates using FFT, which encompasses the PP-FFT and
OP-FFT techniques. This paper is organized as follows: In
Sect. II, we briefly review the Fractional Fourier Transform
(FRFT). Sect. III describes the generalized PP-FFT (GPP-

FFT) framework. Sect. IV presents the experimental results
on registering spectral domain optical coherence tomography
(SDOCT) retinal images. Concluding remarks on implementation and computation issues are given in Sect. V.
II. R EVIEW:T HE FRFT AND APPLICATION TO 2D
T RANSFORMS
In this section, we review a cardinal technique that will
be used in the next sections to develop the GPP-FFT based
motion estimation technique. The FRFT, a generalization of
the Fourier Transform [11], is defined as
fbα (ω) =

n−1
X

f (x)e−i·2πxω·α .

(1)

i=0

This definition is identical to the DFT except for the factor α;
it reduces to the DFT, when α = n1 . Computational complexity
of FRFT is approximately four times higher than that of the
FFT, of O(n log n) [12].
While the DFT is limited to computing points in the
frequency domain over the full unit circle, the FRFT evaluates
a set of equispaced points on the frequency domain over a
fraction of this range, determined by α, as shown in Fig. 2ab. The FRFT can be centered about ω = 0 by pre-multiplying
the input vector by a phase ramp, which we denote as C:
C = ei2πα( 2 −1)·x ,
n

2D FFT coefficients (Fig. 1a) to the polar grid (Fig. 1b). A
quick consultation with Fig.1 shows that the points at the
center of the polar grid are more densely packed than those
at the edges, while in the Cartesian grid the points are evenly
spaced throughout. Therefore, achieving comparable accuracy
requires oversampling of the Cartesian grid to densities similar
to that at the center of the polar transform.
In order to reduce interpolation error while keeping the
computational cost low, we search for grids that can be
computed using fast algorithms (such as FRFTs or FFTs),
yet better approximate the polar grid than a Cartesian grid.
Based on the early works on digital tomography reconstruction
[5], such grids were first proposed in the form of PP-grid
[6]. Recently, the mathematical foundation for an alternative
grid, called the OP-grid, has been developed that more closely
approximates the polar-grid [4]. We propose that OP and PP
are part of a larger conceptual framework of increasingly
polar grids (see Fig.3), called GPP-grid, of which PP-grid
and OP-grid are the first and second order approximations,
respectively. Indeed, as higher-order grids become increasingly
accurate and better resolved, the computational complexity
will also be increased.
The main idea behind the GPP transform is to approximate

(2)

where n is the length of the vector (Fig. 2c).

(a) PP (N = 4)

(a) FFT

(b) FRFT

(c) centered FRFT

Fig. 2: (a) Samples of an 8-point FFT on the unit circle. (b)
ω0
Samples of the FRFT computed with (1), with α = 2πn
(c)
The same FRFT centered around ω = 0.
The FRFT has a particularly interesting property when
applied to 2D images. By linearly varying α along one
dimension (ωx or ωy ) while keeping it constant in the other,
we may ‘carve out’ shapes, such as triangles, in the frequency
space. We will exploit this property in Sect. III-A.
III. G ENERALIZED P SEUDO -P OLAR F RAMEWORK
A. Concept behind the Algorithm
As noted in the previous publications[13], [7], rotation estimation involves computing the Fourier transform of an image
in polar coordinates (henceforth known as the polar Fourier
transform). Traditionally, polar Fourier is either computed by
exploiting the accurate but computationally heavy DFT, or by
the faster but less accurate method of interpolating Cartesian

(b) OP (N = 8)

(c) 12-Polar (N = 12)

Fig. 3: A series of increasingly polar grids (left to right). The
PP-grid (a) is the combination of two pairs of wedges (colored
as red and blue), OP-grid (b) consists of four pairs of wedges,
and 12-polar grid (c) has 6 pairs of wedges.
the polar grid with a N-sided regular polygon (consisting of
N
2 wedge-pairs). As the number of sides (N) approaches ∞,
the polygon approaches a circle. The polygon is created by
combining pairs of triangles (wedges) at various angles (Fig.
3). The more wedges used, the more sides the polygon will
have, hence the closer to polar the transform will be. Notice
that a wedge-pair is nothing but two connected triangles,
with the same number of points in each row, which are
spaced increasingly closer toward the center of the transform.
Fortunately, estimating the triangular shaped regions of the
frequency domain can be efficiently performed by exploiting
FRFTs (Sect. II).
The fractional constant α in (1) determines the closeness of
the points on each row or column of the FRFT. To achieve
a wedge-shape, we keep α constant along the vertical axis,
resulting in equispaced points along each ray, while linearly
decreasing |α| on the horizontal axis to create a tapering
effect. Indeed, such an approach will only compute vertical or

horizontal wedges. To calculate the angled wedges, we exploit
the Fourier rotation property stating that the magnitude of the
transform rotates by the same angle as the rotated image. So,
we prerotate the image with by desired angle to acquire angled
wedges corresponding to a rotated transform.
The general wedge-pair calculation procedure, illustrated in
Fig. ??, is as follows.
1) Rotate the n × n input image with
respect to the angle of the wedge,
while zero-padding the image to 2n × 2n.
2) Perform FFTs in the vertical
direction, shifting transform so that
DC is at the center.
3) Perform FRFTs in the horizontal
direction with variable α ranging
from −|αmax | to +|αmax |, after
pre-multiplying with appropriate C
to centralize the transform.

into the lengthy details, we generalize the PP to polar grid
interpolation algorithm of [6] for the case of GPP-grid. This
algorithm is composed of two independent 1-D interpolation steps. For each wedge-pair, we formulate the GPP and
corresponding polar grid coordinates that are used in each
step1 . The first interpolation step, known as ‘rotating the
rays’, involves transforming rays equispaced in gradient to rays
equispaced in angle (Fig. 5a). By referring to the horizontal
(angular) coordinate as k, and the vertical (radial) coordinate
as l, the two sets of points are given by
 n
π
n
l k
k ∈ − + 1,
(3)
2π tan
PPl =
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2
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2πk
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.
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k ∈ − + 1,
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The second interpolation step, known as ‘circling the polygon’, involves converting straight edges of a polygon into arcs
of a circle (Fig. 5b). Note that for this step all points along a
k
ray are scaled by the same factor cos 2π
N n . The two sets of
points are listed below:
l
π

k
n cos 2π
N n
l
polark = π
n
PPk =

Fig. 4: Diagram showing the general method of computing
points on a wedge-pair. θ is the angle of the wedge. The red
dotted lines represent the angled wedge in frequency space that
has been computed. The black dotted line shows the part of
the FT of the rotated and zero-padded image that is equivalent
to a transform of the original unrotated image.
The orthogonal counterpart to each wedge-pair (a second
wedge-pair at a 90◦ angle to the first) can be calculated
concurrently, simply by switching the horizontal and vertical
directions in steps (2) and (3). This reduces the number of
times the image matrix needs to be rotated. An alternative
method to compute these points is to take the transpose of the
image matrix (IiT ) and repeat steps (2) and (3).
Special Cases: Transforms of certain orders can benefit
from more accurate computational routines, namely the OPtransform (8-polar), where the image is rotated by 45◦ . The
rotation and zero-padding step can be replaced by a change
of variables resulting in a fast and exact rotation, as suggested
by [4]. However, this change of variables also upsamples the
image, requiring the use of FRFTs in step (2) of the general
procedure, as well as appropriately scaled α.

l ∈ (−n + 1, n)

(5)

l ∈ (−n + 1, n)

(6)

The first interpolation step can be done on each row of Ii
concurrently with Step 3 of Sect. III-A, after each row is
computed. The second interpolation step is done as the final
step of the algorithm. Due to angular symmetry, the same sets
of GPP and polar grid-points can be used for interpolation in
wedge-pairs at any angle.

(a) ‘Rotating the rays’

(b) ‘Circling the polygon’

Fig. 5: (a) Rays of constant slope are converted to rays of
constant angle. (b) Edges of a polygon are converted into arcs.
While θ varies for each ray, each point on the ray is scaled
by the same factor.

C. Complete Algorithm

B. Interpolation from GPP to Polar Grid

In this section, we present a general algorithm for
computing GPP transforms of any order. Note that we have
split the algorithm into 2 sections to make use of some

We recover the polar grid’s Fourier coefficients by interpolating the coefficients calculated on the GPP-grid. Interpolation
implementation requires knowledge of the relative distance
between the GPP and polar grid points. Here, without going

1 Once the input and output (GPP and polar, respectively) coordinates are
known, any 1-D interpolation function such as MATLAB’s interp1 implementation of the cubic (used for all experiments of this paper) interpolation
maybe used to estimate the polar grid coefficients.

simplifications for the vertical and horizontal wedge-pairs.
A Compute vertical / horizontal
wedge-pairs
A1 For each column
i) zero-pad to length 2n
ii) perform FFT
iii) shift transform so DC is at
center.
A2 For each row l = −n + 1 : n
i) pre-multiply by factor
n
C = ei2πα( 2 −1)·x
ii) perform FRFT with variable α
π
where α = nγl2 and γ = tan N
iii) perform interpolation: ‘rotating
the rays’.
A3 Label resulting set of points WV 0 .
A4 Perform interpolation: ‘circling the
polygon’.
A5 Repeat steps A1-A4 on I T .
A6 Label resulting set of points WH0 .
B If N > 4, compute angled wedge-pairs: For
q = 1 : N4 − 1
B1 Rotate I by q 2π
N and resize to 2n × 2n.
e
Label as Iq .
B2 For each column
i) perform FFT
ii) shift transform so DC is at
center.
B3 For each row l = −n + 1 : n
i) pre-multiply by factor
C = ei2πα2 (n−1)·x
ii) perform FRFT with variable
α = nγl2
iii) perform interpolation: ‘rotating
the rays’, reducing number of
points to n.
B4 Label resulting set of points WV ·q .
B5 Perform interpolation: ‘circling the
polygon’.
 T
B6 Repeat steps B2-B5 on Ieq .
B7 Label resulting set of points WH·q .
By
horizontally
concatenating
wedges
in
the
following order, we obtain the complete transform:
WV · N −1 , ..., WV 1 , WV 0 , WH· N −1 , ..., WH1 , WH0 .
4

4

IV. E XPERIMENTS
Two sets of experiments on simulated and real ophthalmic
SDOCT datasets were performed. The simulated experiment
was set up by first averaging a set of 17 retinal images to
significantly reduce noise. The quality of this (clean) image
(Fig. 6a) was then degraded by adding Gaussian noise. The

same level of noise was added to a warped version of the
clean image that was rotated by 1.8◦ . By registering these
two frames using the Cartesian, PP, and OP methods, we
estimated this rotation angle at different Signal to Noise
Ratio2 (SNR) levels. At each noise level, we repeated the
experiment 100 times, and reported the root mean squared
error (RMSE) of the estimated rotated angle (Fig. 6b). Note
that the higher order grids are more efficient at low-SNR
cases (SNR<10dB), which correspond to the SNR of in vivo
retinal SDOCT images. For higher SNR cases, all algorithms
performed equally.

(a) Clean frame

(b) Root mean squared error plot

Fig. 6: Simulated Monte-Carlo registration experiment, comparing the accuracy of Cartesian, PP, and OP methods at different levels of additive Gaussian noise. For these experiments
(a) was registered to its rotated by 1.8◦ version. (b) RMSE plot
of rotation angle estimation error at different SNR levels.
The goal of the second (non-simulated) experiment is registering two images from the retina of a neonate captured
directly by a handheld SDOCT system (Fig. 7a & Fig.7b). A
zoomed in section of these images is shown in Fig.7c to better
illustrate the retinal layers. We estimated the relative translation and rotation between these two frames using the Cartesian,
PP, and OP methods. Using the estimated parameters, we
warped the second image and averaged these images to reduce
the speckle noise. The registered images are zoomed in Fig.7d,
Fig.7e, and Fig.7f, which correspond to the Cartesian, PP, and
OP methods, respectively. In this example, the only accurate
2 SNR

is defined as 10 log10
frame and noise, respectively.

σ2
2 ,
σn

2 are variance of a clean
where σ 2 , σn

registration which did not result in blurring of the retinal
layers, was the result of the highest order grid (OP, N = 8).

(a) Frame ]1

(b) Frame ]2

(c) Frame ]1 (zoomed-in)

(d) Cartesian (zoomed-in)

(e) PP (zoomed-in)

(f) OP (zoomed-in)

Fig. 7: Registration of two non-simulated SDOCT images from
the retina of a neonate using different registration methods.
The two images directly captured by the SDOCT system are
shown in (a) and (b). Selected region of (a) as marked by the
dashed lines is zoomed in (c) showing different retinal layers.
Zoomed in section of the registered and averaged images using
Cartesian, PP (N = 4), OP (N = 8) grids are shown in (d),
(e), and (f), respectively.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for calculating
the polar Fourier transform, called the GPP-transform. This
framework is a generalization of the techniques known as PP
[6] and OP [4] transforms, which are first and second order
approximations of the GPP-transform. Aside from theoretical
justifications, we experimentally showed that using higher
order GPP-transforms, in some cases, increases motion estimation accuracy especially in lower SNR cases. We demonstrated
the real world application of the high order GPP-transforms
in registration of retinal SDOCT images of neonates.
Using higher order GPP-grids linearly increases the computational complexity. Ignoring the interpolation time required
to rotate the wedges (Fig.4), the complexity of a N-polar
transform is approximately N4 times the complexity of the
first-order transform. In other words, the 8-polar is more than
double that of the 4-polar, the 12-polar is about 1.5 times that

of the 8-polar and so on. Implementation of the rotation in
step B1 of Sect. III-C, for the GPP-grids of order N > 8
requires interpolation that might introduce some inaccuracies.
Such errors do not occur in 4-polar (PP) transforms, since the
only rotation involved is π2 .
If scale estimation is required, one needs to compute a
log-polar transform. Since the points on each ray are equally
spaced, interpolation to the log grid might become significantly
inaccurate. A possible solution is incorporating the recent
‘multilayer’ method in [10], which exploits FRFTs to compute
a second set of more densely spaced grid-points at the center
of the transform, and provides a better grid for computing the
log-polar coordinates. We note that the ‘multilayer’ method
may also take advantage of the GPP-grids and these two frameworks are not mutually exclusive: it is possible to have a multilayered N-polar transform. Investigation of a computationally
more efficient algorithm is part of our ongoing work.
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